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In this work, we use McGuire’s model to describe scattering of three spinless identical particles
in one spatial dimension, we first present analytic solutions of Faddeev’s equation for scattering
of three spinless particles in free space. The three particles interaction in finite volume is derived
subsequently, and the quantization conditions by matching wave functions in free space and finite
volume are presented in terms of two-body scattering phase shifts. The quantization conditions
obtained in this work for short range interaction are Lu¨scher’s formula like and consistent with
Yang’s results in [75].
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I. INTRODUCTION
Three-particle interaction plays an important role in
hadron physics. In certain reaction processes, three-
particle dynamics may be a crucial component of reac-
tion. For a example, the discrepancy of decay width
of η → 3pi between experimental measurement [1] and
χPT calculations [2–5] can only be well-understood when
three-body dynamics are properly considered [6–12]. In
the past, many different approaches have been developed
to describe three-body dynamics, for instance, quan-
tum field theory based relativistic Bethe-Salpeter equa-
tions [13–15], non-relativistic Faddeev’s equation [16, 17],
and dispersion relation oriented Khuri-Treiman equation
[18–28]. Unfortunately, either approach provides a non-
expert friendly framework due to sophistication of three-
body dynamics. In recent years, three-body dynamics
start regaining some popularities in hadron physics com-
munity for many reasons. For examples, precision theo-
retical hadron-interaction framework is urgently needed
for data analysis when high statistic data become avail-
able, and a sensible finite volume theory of three-body
interaction is also currently demanded by lattice QCD
community.
In lattice QCD calculation, because computation is
performed in Euclidean space, we do not have direct ac-
cess to scattering amplitudes [29]. Fortunately, taking
advantage of periodic boundary condition, a relation be-
tween the energy spectrum extracted from lattice QCD
computation and two-body scattering amplitudes in elas-
tic region is established [30], which is usually referred to
Lu¨scher’s formula. The extension of framework to mov-
ing frames and to inelastic channels have also been devel-
oped by many authors [31–42]. The finite volume scatter-
ing formalism has been proven valid and effective in lat-
tice community for extracting hadron-hadron two-body
∗Electronic address: pguo@jlab.org
scattering information [43–54].
There have been some attempts on finite volume three-
body interactions in recent years [55–62]. These re-
cent developments for finite volume three-body scatter-
ing problem [55–62] are typically momentum representa-
tion of quantum field theory approaches, diagrammatic
approaches or Faddeev equation based method. None of
these developments are mathematics and physics friendly
to majority of people in physics community. Hence, it
is fair and reasonable to raise the question that how one
would check all these over sophisticated quantization con-
ditions of finite volume three-body problem presented in
these works? In present work, we aim to find a sim-
ple and exactly solvable three-body problem, so that the
analytic results of quantization conditions in this simple
case can be found. The result may serve as a calibra-
tion to more realistic treatments of three-body problem
in different approaches [55–62]. In order to make the
three-body scattering problem as simple as possible and
exactly solvable, we will ignore the relativistic effect and
also constrain ourself to one spatial dimension, so that
analytic solutions can be found and infinite sum in finite
volume are easily carried out. We will further consider
three non-relativistic particles with equal masses, and the
pair-wise and short range interactions among three par-
ticles. Under above mentioned assumptions, a simplified
Faddeev’s equation in free space is established and solved
analytically. Instead of attacking finite volume problem
in momentum representation, we employ the approach
developed in [42, 63], and work our way out with wave
function of three-body in configuration representation.
In our approach of solving three-body problem in finite
volume, there are three basic steps: first of all, the so-
lutions of Faddeev’s equation are used to construct free
space three-body wave function. Next, for the problem
of three particles in a finite box, we show that the finite
volume wave function of three-body interaction can be
constructed through free space three-body wave function.
At last, the matching of finite volume wave function and
free space wave function yields the Lusher’s formula like
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2quantization conditions of three-body interaction, which
are sets of relations between two-body phase shift and
three-particle momenta in a finite box.
cot(
P
3
+
q3
2
)L+ cot (δ(−q31)− δ(−q23)) = 0,
cot(
P
3
+
q1
2
)L+ cot (−δ(−q31)− δ(q12)) = 0,
cot(
P
3
+
q2
2
)L+ cot (δ(−q23) + δ(q12)) = 0,
where δ denotes the two-body scattering phase shift and
L refers to the size of box. The total momentum, P ,
relative momentum qij between i-th and j-th particles,
and relative momenta qk between k-th particle and pair
(ij) will be explained in Section II.
The advantage of using wave function in configuration
representation is that first of all, the wave function ap-
proach is close to the way of solving traditional quantum
mechanics problems in a periodic potential. A short re-
view of our formalism for two-body interaction in finite
volume and its applications to exactly solvable quantum
mechanical models are listed in Appendix D. Secondly,
also the most important fact is that the asymptotic form
of wave function displays physical on-shell transition am-
plitudes. As a well-known fact, the solutions of Faddeev’s
equation are not equivalent to physical transition am-
plitudes [17, 64–66]. Three-body scattering amplitude
posses singularities of poles and δ-functions, the phys-
ical transition amplitudes are in fact associated to the
residue functions of these singularities. These singulari-
ties are the consequence of existence of different distinct
physical processes in three-body system. For examples,
unlike in two-body system, the formation of a bound pair
are not precluded by energy conservation, a pole is thus
introduced by the presence of a two-body bound state.
The singularity of δ-functions are associated with dis-
connected diagrams with a unscattered third particle.
Because of these singularities in three-body amplitude,
the three-body wave function in configuration represen-
tation may have several different pieces that decrease at
different rate and describe different physical processes.
The physical transition amplitudes for different physical
processes are thus also defined by asymptotic forms of
three-body wave function [65–69].
In this work, to describe the scattering of three-body
system, we adopt a one dimensional model with the in-
teraction of equal strength, pair-wise δ-function poten-
tial that was developed by McGuire in [70]. A brief re-
view of McGuire’s model is provided in Appendix C. The
McGuire’s model is physically simple, but can still pro-
vide us a qualitative description of three-body scattering
process in finite volume. McGuire’s model was originally
solved by ray-tracing and geometric optics consideration
method [70], McGuire found that diffraction effects in
this particular model are all cancelled out, thus no new
momenta are created over scattering process, though mo-
menta are allowed to be rearranged among three parti-
cles in final state. In consequence, any dissociation or
recombination of particles out of or into bound states
are forbidden, bound states sectors are decoupled from
three free particles sector. Breakup process never hap-
pens when a particle is incident on a bound state [71–
73]. Nevertheless, McGuire’s model still encompass re-
arrangement effects among three particles, it may even
represent more realistic physical models of short range
interaction. Although, the quantization conditions for
three-body problem in finite volume are obtained by con-
sidering a particular model, the final results are presented
in terms of two-body phase shifts. These quantization
conditions presented in this way may still be valid for a
more general pair-wise short range potential. Moreover,
the quantization conditions may be tested numerically in
future by one dimensional lattice models, such as ones
developed in [63, 74].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
discuss the free space three-particle system. The finite
volume three-particle system is presented in Section III.
The summary and outlook are given in Section IV.
II. THREE-BODY SCATTERING FOR SHORT
RANGE INTERACTION IN FREE SPACE
Considering three spinless identical particles scatter-
ing, the short range interactions among three-particle are
pair-wise and equal strength for all pairs, V (r) = V0δ(r).
In general, the kernel for Faddeev’s integral equation is
off-shell two-body scattering amplitudes, off-shell kernel
usually complicates three-body integral equations even in
one dimension and causes difficulties of solving Faddeev’s
equation. Fortunately, for short range δ-function poten-
tial, two-body scattering amplitude appears completely
on energy shell, see Eq.(D24). This feature dramatically
simplifies Faddeev’s integral equation, so that finding an
analytic solution is possible. For completeness, a brief re-
view of formal scattering theory and general framework
of Faddeev’s equation is presented in Appendix A.
The wave function of scattering three-particle satisfies
Schro¨dinger equation,[
− 1
2m
3∑
i=1
d2
dx2i
+ V0δ(r12) + V0δ(r23) + V0δ(r31)− E
]
×Ψ(x1, x2, x3; p1, p2, p3) = 0, (1)
where the mass of particle is m, the total energy
of three-particle system is E =
∑3
i=1
p2i
2m , where pi
(i = 1, 2, 3) stands for the particle’s momenta in ini-
tial state. The center of mass position is given by
R = x1+x2+x33 . rij = xi − xj refer to relative position
between i-th and j-th particles, and rk =
xi+xj
2 − xk de-
note the relative position between k-th particle and pair
(ij). The conjugate total and relative momenta are given
by P = p1 + p2 + p3, qij =
pi−pj
2 and qk =
pi+pj−2pk
3 re-
spectively. A change of the pair of relative coordinates
and corresponding conjugate momenta from (ij)k config-
uration to other configurations, e.g. (jk)i configuration
3in which relative coordinates and conjugate momenta are
expressed in terms of (rjk, ri) and (qjk, qi), is accom-
plished by
rjk = −1
2
rij + rk, ri = −3
4
rij − 1
2
rk,
qjk = −1
2
qij +
3
4
qk, qi = −qij − 1
2
qk, (2)
where (ij)k or (jk)i always follows cyclic permutation of
(1, 2, 3).
The total wave function of three particles can
be expressed by the product of a plane wave,
eiPR, which describes center of mass motion,
and the relative wave function, ψ(rij , rk; qij , qk),
which describes relative motions of three particles,
Ψ(x1, x2, x3; p1, p2, p3) = e
iPRψ(rij , rk; qij , qk). For
three free particles scattering, the wave function has the
following form [16, 17], Ψ = Ψ(0) +
∑3
γ=1 Ψ(γ), where
Ψ(0) refers to the incoming free wave, and Ψ(γ) satisfies
equation,[
− 1
2m
3∑
i=1
d2
dx2i
+ V0δ(rαβ)− E
]
Ψ(γ)
= −V0δ(rαβ)
[
Ψ(0) + Ψ(α) + Ψ(β)
]
, γ 6= α 6= β.
(3)
The integral representation of
Eq.(3) for relative wave function,
ψ(γ)(rαβ , rγ ; qij , qk) = e
−iPRΨ(γ)(x1, x2, x3; p1, p2, p3), is
given by
ψ(γ)(rαβ , rγ ; qij , qk)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dr′αβdr
′
γG(γ)(rαβ − r′αβ , rγ − r′γ ; zσ)
×mV0δ(r′αβ)
[
ψ(0)(r
′
αβ , r
′
γ ; qij , qk) + ψ(α)(r
′
βγ , r
′
α; qij , qk)
+ψ(β)(r
′
γα, r
′
β ; qij , qk)
]
, (4)
where zσ = σ
2 + i and σ2 = mE − P 26 = q2ij + 34q2k
(k = 1, 2, 3), and the Green’s function G(γ) satisfies
equation,[
zσ +
d2
dr2αβ
+
3
4
d2
dr2γ
−mV0δ(rαβ)
]
G(γ)(rαβ − r′αβ , rγ ; zσ)
= δ(rαβ − r′αβ)δ(rγ), (5)
and the solution of Eq.(5) is given by
G(γ)(rαβ − r′αβ , rγ ; zσ)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dq′αβ
2pi
dq′γ
2pi
∑
P=± ψP(rαβ ; q
′
αβ)ψ
∗
P(r
′
αβ ; q
′
αβ)e
iq′γrγ
zσ − q′2αβ − 34q′2γ
.
(6)
The ψ±(rαβ , qαβ) are parity two-body wave functions of
pair (αβ), and the solution of ψ± for δ-function potential
read
ψP(r; k) =
eikr + Pe−ikr
2
+ itP(
√
zk)YP(k)ei
√
zk|r|, (7)
where the on-shell two-body scattering amplitudes, t±,
are given in Eq.(D24): t+(k) = − mV02k+imV0 and t−(k) = 0.
t± are normalized by relation:
tP−t∗P
2i = t
∗
P tP . Using uni-
tarity relation of two-body amplitude, it can be shown
that∫ ∞
−∞
dr′γG(γ)(rαβ − r′αβ , rγ − r′γ ; zσ)V0δ(r′αβ)eiqr
′
γ
=
ei
√
σ2− 34 q2|rαβ |eiqrγ
2i
√
σ2 − 34q2
[
1 + it+(
√
σ2 − 3
4
q2)
]
V0δ(r
′
αβ).
(8)
Therefore, the Eq.(4) can be written as
ψ(γ)(rαβ , rγ ; qij , qk) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
ei
√
σ2− 34 q2|rαβ |eiqrγ
×
[
1 + it+(
√
σ2 − 34q2)
]
2i
√
σ2 − 34q2
∫ ∞
−∞
dr′αβdr
′
γe
−iqr′γmV0δ(r′αβ)
× [ψ(0)(r′αβ , r′γ ; qij , qk) + ψ(α)(r′βγ , r′α; qij , qk)
+ψ(β)(r
′
γα, r
′
β ; qij , qk)
]
. (9)
Next, let’s introduce amplitudes, T(γ), by
T(γ)(k;qij , qk) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
drαβdrγe
−ikrγmV0δ(rαβ)
× ψ(rαβ , rγ ; qij , qk), α 6= β 6= γ. (10)
Using Eq.(9) and property of two-body scattering ampli-
tude, we find
T(γ)(k; qij , qk) = −
[
1 + it+(
√
σ2 − 3
4
k2)
]
×
∫ ∞
−∞
dr′αβdr
′
γe
−ikr′γmV0δ(r′αβ)
× [ψ(0)(r′αβ , r′γ ; qij , qk) + ψ(α)(r′βγ , r′α; qij , qk)
+ψ(β)(r
′
γα, r
′
β ; qij , qk)
]
,
α 6= β 6= γ, (11)
therefore, the wave function ψ(γ) is related to T(γ) am-
plitude by
ψ(γ)(rαβ , rγ ; qij , qk)
= i
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
ei
√
σ2− 34 q2|rαβ |eiqrγ
2
√
σ2 − 34q2
T(γ)(q; qij , qk). (12)
Let’s also define functions v(γ),
v(γ)(k; qij , qk) =
∫ ∞
−∞
drαβdrγe
−ikrγ
×mV0δ(rαβ)ψ(0)(rαβ , rγ ; qij , qk). (13)
4Eqs.(11-13) all together thus yield coupled sets of inte-
gral equation of T(γ)’s, which is exactly just Faddeev’s
equation for δ-function potential,
T(γ)(k; qij , qk) = (2
√
σ2 − 3
4
k2)it+(
√
σ2 − 3
4
k2)
×
[
v(γ)(k; qij , qk)
imV0
+ i
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
T(α)(q; qij , qk) + T(β)(q; qij , qk)
σ2 − 34q2 − (k + q2 )2 + i
]
,
α 6= β 6= γ. (14)
At last, the total three-body scattering amplitude is
defined by
T (kαβ , kγ ; qij , qk) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
drαβdrγe
−ikαβrαβe−ikγrγ
×mV0 [δ(rαβ) + δ(rβγ) + δ(rγα)]ψ(rαβ , rγ ; qij , qk).
(15)
As suggested in [16, 17], T is thus represented as the sum
of three T(γ) amplitudes,
T (kαβ , kγ ; qij , qk) =
3∑
δ=1
T(δ)(kδ; qij , qk), (16)
where kα = −kαβ − kγ2 and kβ = kαβ − kγ2 .
As already mentioned in introduction, unlike two-body
scattering, the solution of Faddeev’s equation defined
in Eq.(15) are not equivalent to the physical transition
amplitudes [17, 64–66]. The physical transition ampli-
tudes for different physical processes are associated to the
residue functions of singularities of T -amplitude given in
Eq.(15). In general, the T -amplitude has two distinct
type singularities [17, 65, 66]. One type is called primary
singularities, e.g.
(
σ2 + χ212 − 34q23
)−1
where χ12 is bound
state energy of pair (12). The pole of
(
σ2 + χ212 − 34q23
)−1
type presents in driving term of Faddev’s equation and
persists in all terms of an iterative series of amplitudes.
It arise when relative momentum of (12) pair hits the
bound state pole position of two-body scattering ampli-
tude, t(q12) ∼ (q212 + χ212)−1, and it describes the possi-
bility of existence of two-body bound state in both initial
and final states. The other types of singularity, called
secondary singularities [17, 65, 66], only present in driv-
ing terms and first a few iterations, and singularities are
getting weaker and eventually disappear after a couple
of iterations. A typical example is the δ-functions that
are related to disconnected diagrams with third parti-
cle remaining intact. The existence of singularities in
T -amplitude is the consequence of presence of multiple
possible physical distinct processes in a three-body sys-
tem. Hence, these singularities are directly associated
with the different physically realizable asymptotic states
of the system. The explicit decomposition of primary
singularities of T -amplitude is given in [17, 65, 66] by
T (k12, k3; q12, q3) =
3∑
k=1
(2pi)δ(kk − qk)(2qij)t(kij ; qij)
+
3∑
γ,k=1
[F(γ,k)(kαβ , kγ ; qij , qk)
+
φ(γ)(kαβ)G∗(γ,k)(kγ ; qij , qk)
σ2 + χ2αβ − 34k2γ
+
G(γ,k)(kαβ , kγ ; qk)φ∗(k)(qij)
σ2 + χ2ij − 34q2k
+
φ(γ)(kαβ)K(γ,k)(kγ ; qk)φ∗(k)(qij)(
σ2 + χ2αβ − 34k2γ
) (
σ2 + χ2ij − 34q2k
)
 , (17)
where t function in Eq.(17) stands for two-body off-shell
scattering amplitude, φ(γ) function represents the ver-
tex function of the two-body bound state wave func-
tion, φ(γ)(kαβ) = (k
2
αβ + χ
2
αβ)ψ(kαβ). The residue func-
tions that are associated to physical transition ampli-
tudes, F(γ,k), G(γ,k) and K(γ,k) in Eq.(17), do not have
any primary singularities, though they may still have sec-
ondary singularities. It has been shown in [17, 65, 66]
that the first term on the right hand side of Eq.(17)
is from disconnected contribution and it describes the
process that one of incident free particles is unscattered.
The K(γ,k) function in last term is the physical amplitude
that describes the processes of either direct or rearrange-
ment scattering on a bound state: (ij) + k → (αβ) + γ.∑3
γ=1
[
G(γ,k) + φ(γ)Kγ,kσ2+χ2αβ− 34k2γ
]
is the physical transition
amplitude for breakup or capture processes. The true
1 + 2 + 3→ 1 + 2 + 3 physical scattering amplitude is
given by on-shell T -amplitude in physical kinematic do-
main of three-particle momenta. The singularities in
momentum space generate more complicated asymptotic
form of three-body wave function than that of two-body
wave function in configuration space. The physical tran-
sition amplitudes can thus also be defined by asymptotic
forms of wave function in configuration representation
[66–69]. The asymptotic form of three-body wave func-
tion depends on the type of initial state, and may behave
quite differently and describe distinct physical processes
at different domains in (rij , rk) plane [65–69]. For a ex-
ample, scattering of 3rd particle on a bound state of (12)
pair, the physical amplitudes of different processes are
given by asymptotic wave function in different domains:
(i) direct channel scattering, (12) + 3→ (12) + 3, is de-
scribed in domain of finite r12 and large r3, the scat-
tering part of asymptotic wave function is of the oder
of e−χ12|r12|O(|r3|−1); (ii) rearrangement scattering pro-
cesses, (12) + 3→ (23) + 1 or (12) + 3→ (31) + 2, are
given in domains of finite r23 and large r1 or finite r31
and large r2 respectively, and the wave function behave
as e−χ23|r23|O(|r1|−1) or e−χ31|r31|O(|r2|−1) respectively;
(iii) breakup process, (12) + 3→ 1 + 2 + 3, appears as
5both r12 and r3 are large, but r12/r3 remains constant
[65, 66], the wave function for breakup is of the order
of O
(
(r212 +
4
3r
2
3)
− 54
)
. In the case of three free incident
particles [67–69], the asymptotic form of wave function
consists of several different pieces that decrease at dif-
ferent rates and describes different distinct physical pro-
cesses, and its fall-off also depends on the direction in
configuration space: (1) incident plane wave that does
not decrease in any direction; (2) terms describe the scat-
tering of a pair by itself without participation of third
particle, the wave function is of the order of O(|rij |−1)
(k-th particle as spectator). The disconnected terms and
incident free wave must be subtracted out before other
contributions become visible; (3) the terms that describe
capture of pair (ij) as bound state is of the order of
e−χij |rij |O(|rk|−1). (4) the terms generated by on-shell
double scattering is of the order of O ((r212 + 43r23)−1); (5)
The true three-body scattering terms are of the order of
O
(
(r212 +
4
3r
2
3)
− 54
)
. Nevertheless, it is clear that under-
standing of either singularities structure of T -amplitude
in momentum space or asymptotic form of wave function
in configuration space is crucial step in order to extract
physical transition amplitudes.
As mentioned early in introduction, McGuire’s model
permits no diffraction and no breakup or capture pro-
cesses, only forward scattering (no new momenta are cre-
ated after collision). Therefore, the physical processes in
McGuire’s model are split into two decoupled sectors:
scattering on a bound state and three-to-three particles
scattering. The analytic solution of Faddeev’s equation
for a particle scattering on a bound state has been dis-
cussed in [71–73]. In this work, we solve Faddeev’s equa-
tion Eq.(14) analytically for 1 + 2 + 3→ 1 + 2 + 3 three
particles scattering process. As will be shown in following
sections, the T -amplitude for three-to-three scattering of
identical bosons in McGuire’s model has the form of
T (k12, k3; q12, q3)
=
3∑
γ=1
2(2pi)δ(k3 − qγ)
3∑
k=1
(2
√
σ2 − 3
4
q2k)t+(
√
σ2 − 3
4
q2k)
+
3∑
γ=1
R(kγ)
(kγ − q1)(kγ − q2)(kγ − q3) , (18)
where the first term again represent the disconnected
contribution and second term represents the sum of all
the rescattering effect, and R(k) function is free of poles.
The pole structure in Eq.(18) yield the forward scatter-
ing of three particles in the end. Notice that the exact
solution of Faddeev’s equation in Eq.(18) has only sin-
gularities of poles and δ-function. This means that first
of all, the branch cut contribution during the iteration of
Faddeev’s equation has to be all cancelled out, it turns
out to be true, see Section B 1. Secondly, higher order
iterations of Faddeev’s equation in one dimension do not
completely eliminate the three-particle propagator sin-
gularities, this is distinct feature from three dimensional
three-body physics. In both dimensions, off-shell dou-
ble scattering display the similar singularity structure of
three-particle propagator, e.g.
[
q212 − (k3 + q32 )2 + i
]−1
,
see Fig.1(b) and Fig.1(c). However, for triple scattering,
the singularity structure starts diverging. A triple scat-
tering in three dimension has the typical singularities of
type,∫
d3q
1
σ2 − 34k23 − (q + k2 )2 + i
1
q212 − (k3 + q32 )2 + i
=
ipi2
|k32 − q32 |
ln
q212 +
√
σ2 − 34k23 + |k32 − q32 |2
q212 +
√
σ2 − 34k23 − |k32 − q32 |2
. (19)
In one dimension, triple scattering appears as a one di-
mensional integral over the product of two three-particle
propagators,∫ ∞
−∞
dq
1
σ2 − 34k23 − (q + k32 )2 + i
1
q212 − (q + q32 )2 + i
,
(20)
it is easy to see that after picking up the poles in in-
tegrand, the result of one dimensional integral has only
poles and branch cuts. As shown in [17], in three dimen-
sion, three-particle propagator singularities are smoothed
out in higher iterations and are thus considered as sec-
ondary singularities. On the contrary, in one dimension,
some poles survived higher iterations and all the branch
cuts are cancelled out after sum over all the diagrams
in McGuire’s model. In the end, exact solution of Fad-
deev’s equation displays only singularities of poles and
δ-function, as in Eq.(18).
On the other hand, it will also be shown in Section
II B that the principal part of pole term in Eq.(18) is
proportional to a factor, (σ2 − k212 − 34k23). As the con-
sequence, the solutions of Faddeev’s equation suffer no
branch cut singularities, all the branch cut singularities
in Faddeev’s equation are cancelled out. The three-
body wave function consists of only six plane waves:
eiqijr12eiqkr3 (k = 1, 2, 3), no diffraction effect is gener-
ated after scattering. When three-particle T -amplitude is
put on energy shell: σ2 = k212 +
3
4k
2
3, the principal part of
pole term vanishes, thus, the on-shell physical three-body
amplitude consist of only the terms that is proportional
to δ-function from both disconnected diagrams and on-
shell three-body rescattering effect. Therefore, it allows
us to define the on-shell scattering physical amplitude as
residue of T -amplitude at pole positions,(
−
3∑
γ=1
2(2pi)δ(k − qγ)
)
(2
√
σ2 − 3
4
k2)T (k)
= T (
√
σ2 − 3
4
k2, k; q12, q3), k = q1,2,3. (21)
In general, there are six possible independent incom-
ing plane waves in terms of permutation of incoming
6momenta, see [70]. In Appendix B, we show details of
how Faddeev’s equation is solved for a incoming plane
wave ψ(0) = e
iq12r12eiq3r3 as an example. In the end of
Appendix B 1, the analytic solutions of Faddeev equa-
tion for scattering amplitudes T(γ)’s and physical on-
shell S-matrix are presented for all six possible incom-
ing plane waves. The three-body wave function is con-
structed by using solution of Faddeev’s equation, T(γ)’s,
we also present the result of constructed three-body wave
function for incoming plane wave ψ(0) = e
iq12r12eiq3r3 as
an example in Appendix B 2. Although, there are six
independent sets of solutions of Faddeev’s equation cor-
responding to six independent incoming plane waves, for
three spinless identical particles, only solutions for to-
tally symmetric and totally anti-symmetric wave func-
tions have meaningful physical correspondences: scatter-
ing of three spinless bosons and three spinless fermions
respectively. Hence, in follow sections, the attentions
are focused on three spinless bosons and three spinless
fermions scattering only.
A. Solutions of Faddeev’s equation for three
spinless fermions
For three spinless identical fermions, the wave func-
tion has to be totally anti-symmetric under exchange of
any two particles coordinates, the free incoming wave for
totally anti-symmetric three fermions is
ψanti(0) =
3∑
k=1
(
eiqijr12 − e−iqijr12) eiqkr3 . (22)
Given the solutions of scattering amplitudes for each in-
dividual wave in Section B 1, it is easy to see that the
solutions of Faddeev’s equation for three spinless iden-
tical fermions all vanish, T(γ) = 0, γ = 1, 2, 3. Therefore,
the totally anti-symmetric wave function for three iden-
tical fermions is given by free incoming wave solution,
ψanti(r12, r3; qij , qk) = ψ
anti
(0) .
B. Solutions of Faddeev’s equation for three
spinless bosons
For three spinless identical bosons, the three-body
wave function has to be totally symmetric under ex-
change of arbitrary two particles coordinates, the free in-
coming wave for totally symmetric three bosons is given
by
ψsym(0) =
3∑
k=1
(
eiqijr12 + e−iqijr12
)
eiqkr3 , (23)
therefore,
v(1,2,3)(k; q12, q3) = mV0
3∑
k=1
2(2pi)δ(k − qk). (24)
Again using the solutions of scattering amplitudes for
each individual wave in Section B 1, we found that the
solution of Faddeev’s equation for three identical bosons
are
T(1,2,3)(k; qij , qk) = 2(2pii)δ(k − q1) imV0
1− imV02q23
+ 2(2pii)δ(k − q2) imV0
1− imV02q31
+ 2(2pii)δ(k − q3)
imV0
(
1 + imV02q23
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)
− 2
6(imV0)
2k(
1+
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
)
(k − q3 − i) (k − q2 − i) (k − q1 + i) . (25)
All three T(γ)’s are identical due to Bose symmetry. By
picking up the contribution of poles, k = q2 + i, q3 + i,
and q1 − i in Eq.(25), we introduce three on-shell scat-
tering amplitudes for later convenience of presentation,
iT3 =
(
− imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23 imV02q31
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) ,
iT1 =
(
imV0
2q23
)(
1− imV02q31 imV02q12
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) ,
iT2 =
(
imV0
2q31
)(
1− imV02q23 imV02q12
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) , (26)
and
iT1 = iT1 − it+(−q23), iT2 = iT2 − it+(−q31),
iT3 = iT3 − it+(q12) (1 + 2it+(−q23)) = iT2 − iT1,
(27)
where t+ again is two-body scattering amplitude given
in Eq.(D24). The on-shell scattering contribution of T(γ)
is thus given by
T
(phys)
(γ) (k; qij , qk) = 2(2pii)δ(k − q1)(2q23)iT1
+ 2(2pii)δ(k − q2)(2q31)iT2 − 2(2pii)δ(k − q3)(2q12)iT3.
(28)
The on-shell amplitudes Tγ in Eq.(26) satisfy unitarity
relations,
ImTγ = T ∗γ (T3 + T1 + T2), γ = 1, 2, 3. (29)
The three-body off-shell scattering amplitude thus reads,
T (k12,k3; qij , qk) =
3∑
γ=1
T
(phys)
(γ) (kγ ; qij , qk)
− 2
3∑
γ=1
P
6(imV0)
2kγ(
1+
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
)
(kγ − q3) (kγ − q2) (kγ − q1) , (30)
7where P stands for the principal part of poles, and
k1 = −k12 − 12k3 and k2 = k12 − 12k3. It is easy to show
that
3∑
γ=1
P kγ
(kγ − q3) (kγ − q2) (kγ − q1) ∝ (σ
2 − k212 −
3
4
k23),
(31)
therefore, principal part on right hand side of Eq.(30)
vanishes for on-shell scattering amplitude. The Bose
symmetry warrants that all six on-shell S-matrix are
identical and given by Ssym = 1 + 2iT , where as de-
fined in Eq.(21), T is physical scattering amplitude, and
T = ∑3k=1 Tk, thus, we find
Ssym =
(
1− imV02q12
)(
1 + imV02q23
)(
1 + imV02q31
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) . (32)
The on-shell physical scattering amplitudes and S-
matrix can be expressed in terms of a single two-body
scattering phase shift, t+(q) =
e2iδ(q)−1
2i , thus, we obtain
iT3 =
(
e2iδ(q12) − 1
2
)(
e2iδ(−q23) + e2iδ(−q31)
2
)
,
iT1 =
(
e2iδ(−q23) − 1
2
)(
1 + e2iδ(−q31)e2iδ(q12)
2
)
,
iT2 =
(
e2iδ(−q31) − 1
2
)(
1 + e2iδ(−q23)e2iδ(q12)
2
)
,
Ssym = e
2i(δ(q12)+δ(−q23)+δ(−q31)). (33)
It can be easily checked that the phase shift expressions of
on-shell amplitudes Tγ in Eq.(33) are the consequence of
unitarity relations in Eq.(29), therefore, the Eq.(33) may
be more general for pair-wise and short range interactions
of three identical particles scattering.
The totally symmetric wave function can be con-
structed by using Eq.(12) and solutions of Faddeev’s
equation given in Eq.(25). An example of construc-
tion of wave function from solutions of Faddeev’s equa-
tion is given in Appendix B 2, the construction is rather
length and tedious, so we do not present all the details in
text. The totally symmetric wave function is expressed
in terms of a single independent coefficient,
ψsym(r12, r3; qij , qk)− ψsym(0)
=
(
Asym(r12, r3)e
iq12r12 +Asym(−r12, r3)e−iq12r12
)
eiq3r3
+
(
Asym(r31, r2)e
iq23r12 +Asym(−r23, r1)e−iq23r12
)
eiq1r3
+
(
Asym(r23, r1)e
iq31r12 +Asym(−r31, r2)e−iq31r12
)
eiq2r3 ,
(34)
where r23 = − r122 + r3 and r31 = − r122 − r3, and
Asym(r12, r3) = 1 + θ(r12)2it+(q12) [1 + 2it+(−q23)]
+ θ(−r23)2it+(−q23) + θ(−r31)2it+(−q31)
− θ(r12)θ(r23)4iT1 + θ(r12)θ(−r31)4iT2. (35)
III. THREE-BODY SCATTERING IN FINITE
VOLUME
For three particles interaction in a one dimensional pe-
riodic box with the size of L, the wave function of three-
particle in finite volume, Ψ(L)(x1, x2, x3; p1, p2, p3), must
satisfy periodic boundary condition,
Ψ(L)(x1 + nx1L, x2 + nx2L, x3 + nx3L; p1, p2, p3)
= Ψ(L)(x1, x2, x3; p1, p2, p3), nx1,x2,x3 ∈ Z.
(36)
The finite volume three-body wave function, Ψ(L), is con-
structed from three-body free space wave function, Ψ, by
Ψ(L)(x1, x2, x3; p1, p2, p3) =
1
V
∑
nx1 ,nx2 ,nx3∈Z
×Ψ(x1 + nx1L, x2 + nx2L, x3 + nx3L; p1, p2, p3),
(37)
in this way, the periodic boundary condition in Eq.(36) is
warranted. Factorizing center of mass wave function and
relative wave function, and also defining new variables,
n = nxk , nij = nxi − nxj and nk = (nxi + nxj )− 2nxk ,
where (n, nij , nk) ∈ Z, thus, we find
Ψ(L)(x1, x2, x3; p1, p2, p3)
=
1
V
(∑
n∈Z
eiPnL
)
eiPRψ(L)(rij , rk; qij , qk),
ψ(L)(rij , rk; qij , qk)
=
∑
nij ,nk∈Z
ei
P
3 nkLψ(rij + nijL, rk +
1
2
nkL; qij , qk),
(38)
where ψ(L) represents the relative finite vol-
ume wave function, and the normalization
factor of infinite summation V is given by,
V =
∑
n∈Z e
iPnL = 2piL
∑
d∈Z δ(P +
2pi
L d). The inte-
ger variables (nij , nk) are related to relative coordinates
(rjk, rk) in (ij)k configuration. The relative variables
in other configurations can be expressed in terms of
variables (nij , nk), e.g. integer variables (njk, ni) in
(jk)i configuration are given by,
njk = −1
2
nij +
1
2
nk, ni = −3
2
nij − 1
2
nk, i 6= j 6= k.
(39)
After removal of center of mass motion, the periodic
boundary condition for relative finite volume wave func-
tion now reads,
ψ(L)(rij + nijL, rk +
1
2
nkL; qij , qk)
= e−i
P
3 nkLψ(L)(rij , rk; qij , qk), P =
2pi
L
d, d ∈ Z.
(40)
8With the solution of wave functions, for instance, the to-
tally symmetric wave function given in Eq.(34-35), the
finite volume three-body wave function is constructed by
using Eq.(38). The infinite summation in one dimension
can be performed by using the property of geometric se-
ries
∞∑
n=α
xn =
xα
1− x, (n, α) ∈ Z. (41)
Hence the analytic solutions in one dimension for δ-
function potential can be obtained. As have been men-
tioned in previous sections, not all six independent wave
functions are corresponding to physical systems, except
totally anti-symmetric and symmetric wave functions
given in Section II A and II B, which represent three iden-
tical fermions and bosons scattering respectively. The
other four wave functions are not related to any physical
processess, and indeed, we found no physical solutions in
finite volume except three spinless bosons and fermions
systems. In the case of three spinless identical fermions,
because two-body interaction by δ-function potential
vanishes for identical spinless fermions, three identical
fermions experience zero scattering effect, and behave as
free particles. Therefore, the three-body wave function
has trivial solution in free space, as shown in Section
II A. In finite volume, periodic boundary condition leads
to the quantization of the momenta of three fermions as
free particle in a finite box, pi =
2pi
L nxi , nxi ∈ Z. Never-
theless, in follows, we will only work out all the details of
the finite volume wave function for three identical bosons
system.
In the case of three spinless identical bosons, the ex-
pression of three-body wave function is dramatically sim-
plified by symmetry consideration, the three-body wave
function in free space is expressed by a single indepen-
dent coefficient only, see Eq.(34-35). Therefore we only
need to perform the infinite sum for a single plane wave,
the rest of components of finite volume wave function are
easily obtained by symmetry consideration. For instance,
we can pick the plane wave eiq12r12eiq3r3 component, the
corresponding coefficient of plane wave in finite volume
is then given by
A(L)sym(r12, r3) =
∑
n12,n3∈Z
eiq12n12Lei(
P
3 +
q3
2 )n3L
×Asym(r12 + n12L, r3 + 1
2
n3L). (42)
For non-trivial solutions, only last two terms in Eq.(35)
survive in finite box.
First of all, for the term proportional to θ(r12)θ(r23)
in Eq.(35), the infinite sum reads
n23=
n3−n12
2∑
n12,n3∈Z
eiq12n12Lei(
P
3 +
q3
2 )n3Lθ(r12 + n12L)θ(r23 + n23L)
=
∞∑
n12=θ(−r12)
e−i(
2
3P+q1)n12L
∞∑
n23=θ(−r23)
ei(
2
3P+q3)n23L
=
[
θ(r12) +
e−i(
2
3P+q1)L
1− e−i( 23P+q1)L
][
θ(r23) +
ei(
2
3P+q3)L
1− ei( 23P+q3)L
]
.
(43)
Next, for the term proportional to θ(r12)θ(−r31) in
Eq.(35), we have
n31=−n3+n122∑
n12,n3∈Z
eiq12n12Lei(
P
3 +
q3
2 )n3L
× θ(r12 + n12L)θ(−r31 − n31L)
=
∞∑
n12=θ(−r12)
ei(
2
3P+q2)n12L
−θ(r31)∑
n31=−∞
e−i(
2
3P+q3)n31L
=
[
θ(r12) +
ei(
2
3P+q2)L
1− ei( 23P+q2)L
][
θ(−r31) + e
i( 23P+q3)L
1− ei( 23P+q3)L
]
.
(44)
Putting everything together, we obtain finite volume
coefficient of plane wave eiq12r12eiq3r3 ,
A(L)sym(r12, r3) = −θ(r12)θ(r23)4iT1 + θ(r12)θ(−r31)4iT2
− θ(r23)4iT1 e
−i( 23P+q1)L
1− e−i( 23P+q1) + θ(−r31)4iT2
ei(
2
3P+q2)L
1− ei( 23P+q2)L
+ θ(r12)4iT3
ei(
2
3P+q3)L
1− ei( 23P+q3)L
+ 4iT2
ei(
2
3P+q2)L
1− ei( 23P+q2)L
ei(
2
3P+q3)L
1− ei( 23P+q3)L
− 4iT1 e
−i( 23P+q1)L
1− e−i( 23P+q1)L
ei(
2
3P+q3)L
1− ei( 23P+q3)L . (45)
The coefficients for other waves in finite volume are ob-
tained by symmetry consideration, e.g. for plane wave
e−iq12r12eiq3r3 , coefficient is given by A(L)sym(−r12, r3), etc.
Therefore, the three-body wave function for spinless
bosons system in finite volume yields
ψ(L)sym(r12, r3; qij , qk)
=
(
A(L)sym(r12, r3)e
iq12r12 +A(L)sym(−r12, r3)e−iq12r12
)
eiq3r3
+
(
A(L)sym(r31, r2)e
iq23r12 +A(L)sym(−r23, r1)e−iq23r12
)
eiq1r3
+
(
A(L)sym(r23, r1)e
iq31r12 +A(L)sym(−r31, r2)e−iq31r12
)
eiq2r3 .
(46)
9As demonstrated in two-body scattering case
in [42, 63], the secular equations or quantiza-
tion conditions for three-body interaction in fi-
nite box is obtained by matching condition,
ψ
(L)
sym(r12, r3; qij , qk) = ψsym(r12, r3; qij , qk). All six
plane waves are independent in Eq.(34) and Eq.(46),
therefore, secular equations are equivalently obtained by
matching coefficients of six independent plane waves. To
obtain secular equations, we first consider the coefficient
for a combination of
(
eiq12r12 − e−iq12r12) eiq3r3 , which
is anti-symmetric under exchange of r12 ↔ −r12 and
is obviously forbidden for bosons system. Matching
condition for this particular wave reads
Asym(r12, r3)−Asym(−r12, r3)
= A(L)sym(r12, r3)−A(L)sym(−r12, r3). (47)
Using Eq.(35) and Eq.(45), matching condition leads to
4iT3 [θ(r12)− θ(−r12)]
×
[
ei(
2
3P+q3)L
1− ei( 23P+q3)L −
e2i(δ(−q23)−δ(−q31))
1− e2i(δ(−q23)−δ(−q31))
]
− 4iT1 [θ(r23)− θ(−r31)]
×
[
e−i(
2
3P+q1)L
1− e−i( 23P+q1)L −
e−2i(δ(−q31)+δ(q12))
1− e−2i(δ(−q31)+δ(q12))
]
− 4iT2 [θ(r23)− θ(−r31)]
×
[
ei(
2
3P+q2)L
1− ei( 23P+q2)L −
e−2i(δ(−q23)+δ(q12))
1− e−2i(δ(−q23)+δ(q12))
]
= 0.
(48)
The matching condition has to be satisfied in all regions
in (r12, r3) plane, see Fig. 2, choosing region for an ex-
ample (I) : r12 < 0, r23 > 0 and r31 < 0, thus, we obtain
our first secular equation,
ei(
2
3P+q3)L = e2i(δ(−q23)−δ(−q31)). (49)
Other two secular equations are obtained similarly by
considering the combination of
(
eiq23r12 − e−iq23r12) eiq1r3
and
(
eiq31r12 − e−iq31r12) eiq2r3 respectively,
ei(
2
3P+q1)L = e2i(δ(−q31)+δ(q12)), (50)
ei(
2
3P+q2)L = e−2i(δ(−q23)+δ(q12)). (51)
Although above three secular equations for three-boson
interaction are obtained by choosing a particular region,
it is easy to check that the Eqs.(49-51) are indeed the
solutions of all six matching conditions in all regions on
(r12, r3) plane. As the matter of fact, the secular equa-
tions displayed in Eqs.(49-51) have been obtained long
ago by Yang in [75] as a specific case of N-particle system
as N = 3. In [75], based on Bethe’s Hypothesis [76–78],
i.e. “no diffraction” hypothesis, Yang considered a more
general situation of N identical particles problem in one
(a)	
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q12	q12	
q3	
q12	
q3	
q1	
q23	
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q3	
q2	
q31	
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q12	
FIG. 1: (a) the disconnected diagram for 3rd particle as
a spectator. (b-c) double scattering contributions from pair
(23) and (31) into (12) pair.
dimension for δ-interaction. Nevertheless, all three secu-
lar equations for three-boson system appear as Lu¨scher’s
formula like quantization conditions,
cot(
P
3
+
q3
2
)L+ cot (δ(−q31)− δ(−q23)) = 0,
cot(
P
3
+
q1
2
)L+ cot (−δ(−q31)− δ(q12)) = 0,
cot(
P
3
+
q2
2
)L+ cot (δ(−q23) + δ(q12)) = 0. (52)
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Using quantization conditions in Eqs.(49-51), we also
obtain relations for relative momenta qij , for an example,
cot
q12L
2
+ cot
(
δ(q12) +
δ(−q23) + δ(−q31)
2
)
= 0.
(53)
The δ(q12) comes from the disconnected scattering contri-
bution in (12) pair, see Fig.1(a), δ(−q23)+δ(−q31)2 is net re-
sult of sum over all rescattering contributions from other
channels into (12) pair. The physical picture is some-
how quite similar to the three-body rescattering effect
in three-body decay processes [18–28]. Based on Khuri-
Trieman equation approach, the decay process of a par-
ticle (0) into three final particles is described by a sum
of all possible decay chains: 0→ (12)3 + 1(23) + (31)2→
123. For each individual decay chain, the amplitude
is product of two-body amplitude and a scalar func-
tion that describe the net effect of three-body rescat-
tering corrections to disconnected two-body contribu-
tion. Analogue to rescattering in three-body decay pro-
cesses, δ(−q23)+δ(−q31)2 may be interpreted as the three-
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body rescattering corrections to disconnected two-body
contribution, δ(q12).
Assuming that we can treat Faddeev’s equation
Eq.(14) as a perturbation theory, and the leading order
solution of Eq.(14) is disconnected contribution,
T
(0)
(γ) (k; qij , qk)
= (2pi)δ(k − qγ)(2
√
σ2 − 3
4
q2γ)t+(
√
σ2 − 3
4
q2γ). (54)
Therefore, the total scattering amplitude
T (k12, k3; qij , qk) =
∑3
γ=1 T
(0)
(γ) (kγ ; qij , qk) only has
contribution of three disconnected scattering ampli-
tudes, 1 + 2→ 1 + 2 with particle-3 as a spectator,
2 + 3→ 2 + 3 with particle-1 as a spectator and
3 + 1→ 3 + 1 as particle-2 as a spectator. Iterating
Eq.(14) once, thus, the next-leading order contribution
of T(γ) is given by,
T
(1)
(γ) (k; qij , qk) = (2
√
σ2 − 3
4
k2)it+(
√
σ2 − 3
4
k2)
×
∑
α 6=γ
(2
√
σ2 − 34q2α)it+(
√
σ2 − 34q2α)
σ2 − 34q2α − (k + qα2 )2 + i
. (55)
Diagrammatic representation of T
(1)
(3) is shown in Fig.1(b)
and Fig.1(c), which are double scattering contributions
from pair (23) and (31) into (12) pair. Now both lead-
ing and next-leading oder contributions to the on-shell
scattering amplitude T3 are
T (0)3 + T (1)3 = t+(q12) [1 + it+(−q23) + it+(−q31)] .
(56)
In Eq.(56), the perturbation result of scattering ampli-
tude, T3, on right hand side of equation now indeed ap-
pears as the product of disconnected two-body scatter-
ing amplitude t+(q12) and the rescattering corrections to
leading order contribution, t+(q12).
On the other hand, the asymptotic behavior of two-
body phase shift is given by δ(q)→ −mV02q as q →∞,
where V0 > 0 for repulsive interaction and V0 < 0 for
attractive interaction. For large q3 (the momentum of
third particle is well separated from relative momentum
of pair (12)), thus, q23 → 34q3 and q31 → − 34q3, and
δ(−q23) + δ(−q31)
2
q3→∞→ −mV0
3
(
1
q3
− 1
q3
)
= 0,
δ(−q23)− δ(−q31)
2
q3→∞→ −2mV0
3q3
∼ δ(3
4
q3),
it+(−q23) + it+(−q31) q3→∞→ 2imV0
3
(
1
q3
− 1
q3
)
= 0.
(57)
Therefore, at large q3, the rescattering between a en-
ergetic 3rd particle and particles in pair (12) is less
likely to happen. The quantization condition in Eq.(53)
and first condition in Eq.(52) are thus reduced to iso-
bar model type conditions, cot q12L2 + cot δ(q12) = 0 and
cot(P3 +
q3
2 )L+ cot δ(
3
4q3) = 0, in which the rescattering
effect from 3rd particle is week and neglected. The re-
duction of quantization conditions can be understood in
follow arguments. Diagrammatically, rescattering am-
plitudes, such as Fig.1(b) and Fig.1(c), are proportional
to propagators 1(k−q3)(k−q1) and
1
(k−q3)(k−q2) respectively.
When off-shell momentum q is taken close to q3, the am-
plitude at the pole k = q3 position leads to on-shell scat-
tering amplitude T3 given in Eq.(33), meanwhile, the con-
tributions from Fig.1(b) and Fig.1(c) are proportional to
1
2q31
and 12q23 respectively. Hence, for large q3, rescatter-
ing contribution from channel (23) and (31) into pair (12)
are both highly suppressed by 1q3 , so that quantization
conditions for both q12 in Eq.(53) and q3 in first condition
in Eq.(52) are reduced to isobar model like quantization
conditions, and the dominant contribution is from dis-
connected diagram.
Although, McGuire’s model display no diffraction ef-
fect, our results given in Eq.(52) may still hold for a gen-
eral short range potentia. This may be demonstrated by
asymptotic behavior of three-body wave function. The
asymptotic form of wave function in one dimension is
quite different from that in three dimension, e.g. two-
body scattering wave function in one dimension doesn’t
fall off in any direction, see Eq.(D5). For incoming three
free particles, as in three dimension, the one dimen-
sional three-body wave function also consists of several
pieces that display the different asymptotic behavior and
describe different physical processes: (1) the contribu-
tion from incoming free waves, disconnected diagrams
and non-diffracted on-shell rescattering effects all have
the form of non-diffraction waves, e.g. eiqijr12eiqkr3 ; (2)
the bound state capture process has the form of, e.g.
e−χ12|r12|eiq3r3 with a bound state of (12) pair in finial
state, which decay exponentially as (rij , rk) → ∞; (3)
diffraction waves are of the order of,∫
dk12
2pi
dk3
2pi
eik12r12eik3r3
σ2 − k212 − 34k23 + i
(r12,r3)→∞∝
(
r212 +
4
3
r23
)− 14
eiσ
√
r212+
4
3 r
2
3 , (58)
which describe spherical wave of three-body effect and
are suppressed at large distance [79]. Hence, at large sep-
arations of all three particles, the dominant contribution
is from non-diffraction waves. Therefore, we expect that
Eq.(52) may still hold for a general short range potential.
In summary, McGuire’s model is adopted to describe
three spinless identical particles scattering in one spatial
dimension, we present the details solutions of Faddeev’s
equation for scattering of three free spinless particles.
The three particles interaction in finite volume is derived
in Section III. Our approach of solving three-body inter-
action in finite volume is a generalization of approach
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developed in [42, 63] by considering wave function in
configuration representation, the advantage is that the
wave function contains only on-shell scattering ampli-
tudes. The quantization conditions by matching wave
function in free space and finite volume are given in terms
of two-body scattering phase shifts in Eq.(52). The quan-
tization conditions in McGuire’s model is dramatically
simplified due to Bethe’s hypothesis, and the quantiza-
tion conditions presented in Eq.(52) are Lu¨scher’s for-
mula like and are consistent with results obtained in [75].
Finally, we would like to point out that our results in
Eq.(52) are presented in terms of two-body scattering
phase shift, although, they are derived based on a par-
ticular model, Eq.(52) may be more general for pair-wise
and short range interactions. The quantization condi-
tions may be tested in the near future by one dimensional
lattice models, such as ones studied in [63, 74].
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Appendix A: Formal theory of scattering and
Faddeev’s equation
1. Formal theory of scattering
In the formal theory of scattering [80], assuming
Hamiltonian of scattering system is given by the sum of
a kinematic term and a interaction term, Hˆ = Hˆ(0) + Vˆ ,
the S-matrix is given in terms of the solution of
Schro¨dinger equation,
〈f |Sˆ|i〉 = 〈f |Uˆ(∞, 0)Uˆ(0,−∞)|i〉 = 〈Ψ(−)f (0)|Ψ(+)i (0)〉,
(A1)
where the unitary operator Uˆ is given by
Uˆ(t, t0) = T {exp
[
−i ∫ t
t0
dt′eiHˆ(0)t
′
Vˆ e−iHˆ(0)t
′
]
}, it has
the properties of |Ψ(t)〉 = Uˆ(t, t0)|Ψ(t0)〉. |Ψ(t)〉 is
the solution of time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation,
which describes the wave vector of scattering system.
|i〉 and |f〉 are initial and final state vectors in the
absence of interaction at distant past and future re-
spectively. The incoming and outgoing wave vectors
|Ψ(+)i (0)〉 = Uˆ(0,−∞)|i〉 and 〈Ψ(−)f (0)| = 〈f |Uˆ(∞, 0) are
also given by Lippmann-Schwinger equation [80, 81],
|Ψ(+)i (0)〉 =
[
1 +
1
Ei − Hˆ(0) − Vˆ + i
Vˆ
]
|i〉
= |i〉+ 1
Ei − Hˆ(0) + i
Vˆ |Ψ(+)i (0)〉, (A2)
〈Ψ(−)f (0)| = 〈f |
[
1 + Vˆ
1
Ef − Hˆ(0) − Vˆ + i
]
= 〈f |+ 〈Ψ(−)f (0)|Vˆ
1
Ef − Hˆ(0) + i
, (A3)
where Ei and Ef denote initial and final state energies
respectively.
Using Eq.(A3), we first rewrite S-matrix to,
〈f |Sˆ|i〉 = 〈f |Ψ(+)i (0)〉 −
1
Ef − Ei + i 〈f |Tˆ |i〉, (A4)
where 〈f |Tˆ |i〉 = −〈f |Vˆ |Ψ(+)i (0)〉 is scattering T -matrix.
With the help of Eq.(A2), we obtain the relations for
T -matrix,
Tˆ = −Vˆ + Vˆ 1
Ei − Hˆ + i
Vˆ = −Vˆ + Vˆ 1
Ei − Hˆ(0) + i
Tˆ .
(A5)
In terms of T -matrix, the incoming wave reads
|Ψ(+)i (0)〉 =
[
1− 1
Ei−Hˆ(0)+i
Tˆ
]
|i〉, therefore, the S- and
T -matrix are related by
〈f |Sˆ|i〉 = 〈f |i〉+ 2piiδ(Ei − Ef )〈f |Tˆ |i〉. (A6)
2. Faddeev’s equation
For three-particle scattering, the wave vector |Ψ(+)E 〉
satisfies Schro¨dinger equation,(
E − Hˆ(0) − Vˆ
)
|Ψ(+)E 〉 = 0. (A7)
Assuming pair-wise interactions among each pair of par-
ticles, Vˆ =
∑3
γ=1 Vˆ(γ), where Vˆ(γ) stands for the pair-wise
interaction between α-th and β-th particles. As shown in
[16, 17], the self-consistent equations for three-body wave
function depend on the free incoming waves, and are split
into four classes according to four types of asymptotic
free incoming waves: |i〉 and |Φ(γ)〉 (γ = 1, 2, 3), where
|i〉 is solutions of (E − Hˆ(0))|i〉 = 0 and represents incom-
ing wave of three free particles, and |Φ(γ)〉 is solution of
(E − Hˆ(0) − Vˆ(γ))|Φ(γ)〉 = 0 and represents free γ-th par-
ticle plus a bound state in (αβ) pair.
a. Scattering of three free particles
For three-body scattering with initial state of free in-
coming wave |i〉, the three-body scattering wave vector
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has the form of |Ψ(+)E 〉 = |i〉+
∑3
γ=1 |Ψ(γ)〉 [16, 17], where
|Ψ(γ)〉 satisfy equation,
|Ψ(γ)〉 = Gˆ(γ)Vˆ(γ)
(|i〉+ |Ψ(α)〉+ |Ψ(β)〉) , α 6= β 6= γ.
(A8)
The Green’s function Gˆ(γ) = (E − Hˆ(0) − Vˆ(γ) + i)−1
is solution of equation,
(
E − Hˆ(0) − Vˆ(γ)
)
Gˆ(γ) = 1.
Green’s function Gˆ(γ) is related to two-body scat-
tering amplitude by, Gˆ(γ) = Gˆ(0)
(
1− tˆ(γ)Gˆ(0)
)
,
where Gˆ(0) = (E − Hˆ(0) + i)−1 and
tˆ(γ) = −Vˆ(γ) + Vˆ(γ)Gˆ(0)tˆ(γ) are free Green’s func-
tion and two-body scattering T -matrix in (αβ) pair
channel respectively. Therefore, we found relations
Vˆ(γ)Gˆ(γ) = −tˆ(γ)Gˆ(0), and
Vˆ(γ)|Ψ(γ)〉 = −tˆ(γ)Gˆ(0)Vˆ(γ)
(|i〉+ |Ψ(α)〉+ |Ψ(β)〉) .
(A9)
The total three-body scattering amplitude is given by
Tˆ |i〉 = −Vˆ |Ψ(+)E 〉 =
∑3
γ=1 Tˆ(γ)|i〉 [16, 17], where
Tˆ(γ)|i〉 = −Vˆ(γ)|Ψ(+)E 〉. (A10)
Using Eq.(A9), we thus have
Tˆ(γ)|i〉 = −
(
1− tˆ(γ)Gˆ(0)
)
Vˆ(γ)
(|i〉+ |Ψ(α)〉+ |Ψ(β)〉) ,
(A11)
|Ψ(γ)〉 = −Gˆ(0)Tˆ(γ)|i〉. (A12)
Eq.(A11) and Eq.(A12) together lead to the well-known
Faddeev’s equation for three particles scattering [16, 17],
Tˆ(γ) = tˆ(γ) − tˆ(γ)Gˆ(0)
(
Tˆ(α) + Tˆ(β)
)
, α 6= β 6= γ.
(A13)
b. Scattering by a bound state
For the case of i-the particle incident on a bound state
of other two particles pair, the initial state of free incom-
ing wave is given by |Φ(i)〉. The three-body wave vec-
tor has the form of |Ψ(+)E 〉 =
∑3
γ=1 |Ψ(γ)〉 [16, 17], where
|Ψ(γ)〉 satisfy equation,
|Ψ(γ)〉 = δγ,i|Φ(i)〉+ Gˆ(γ)Vˆ(γ)
(|Ψ(α)〉+ |Ψ(β)〉) ,
α 6= β 6= γ. (A14)
The total scattering amplitude for a parti-
cle scattering with a bound state is given by
Tˆ |Φ(i)〉 = −Vˆ |Ψ(+)E 〉 =
∑3
γ=1 Tˆ(γ)|Φ(i)〉 [16, 17], where
Tˆ(γ)|Φ(i)〉 = −Vˆ(γ)|Ψ(+)E 〉. (A15)
Thus, we find
Tˆ(γ)|Φ(i)〉 = −δγ,iVˆ(γ)|Φ(i)〉+ tˆ(γ)
(|Ψ(α)〉+ |Ψ(β)〉) ,
(A16)
|Ψ(γ)〉 = −Gˆ(0)Tˆ(γ)|Φ(i)〉. (A17)
The Faddeev’s equation for i-the particle incident on a
bound state of other two particles pair yields
Tˆ(γ) = −δγ,iVˆ(γ) − tˆ(γ)Gˆ(0)
(
Tˆ(α) + Tˆ(β)
)
, α 6= β 6= γ.
(A18)
Appendix B: Solutions of Faddeev’s equation for
short range interaction in free space
In this section, we first show the details of solution of
Faddeev’s equation, Eq.(14),
T(γ)(k; qij , qk) = (2
√
σ2 − 3
4
k2)it+(
√
σ2 − 3
4
k2)
×
[
v(γ)(k; qij , qk)
imV0
+ i
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
T(α)(q; qij , qk) + T(β)(q; qij , qk)
σ2 − 34q2 − (k + q2 )2 + i
]
,
α 6= β 6= γ,
where
v(γ)(k; qij , qk) =
∫ ∞
−∞
drαβdrγe
−ikrγ
×mV0δ(rαβ)ψ(0)(rαβ , rγ ; qij , qk).
Then, using the solutions obtained by solving Faddeev’s
equation, we demonstrate how the three-body scattering
wave function is constructed.
1. Solution of T amplitudes
Let’s first consider a free incoming wave,
ψ(0) = e
iq12r12eiq3r3 = eiq23r23eiq1r1 = eiq31r31eiq2r2 ,
(B1)
therefore,
v(γ)(k; q12, q3) = mV0(2pi)δ(k − qγ), γ = 1, 2, 3. (B2)
First of all, let’s introduce three new functions,
Z(k) =
3∑
γ=1
T(γ)(k; qij , qk),
X(k) = T(3)(k; qij , qk)− T(1)(k; qij , qk),
Y (k) = T(3)(k; qij , qk)− T(2)(k; qij , qk), (B3)
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thus, Faddeev’s equation, Eq.(14), can be re-expressed
as three decoupled integral equations for (X,Y, Z) func-
tions,
1
(2
√
σ2 − 34k2)it+(
√
σ2 − 34k2)
Z(k)
= −i(2pi)
3∑
γ=1
δ(k − qγ)
+ 2i
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
Z(q)
σ2 − 34q2 − (k + q2 )2 + i
, (B4)
1
(2
√
σ2 − 34k2)it+(
√
σ2 − 34k2)
X(k)
= −i(2pi)δ(k − q3) + i(2pi)δ(k − q1)
− i
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
X(q)
σ2 − 34q2 − (k + q2 )2 + i
, (B5)
and
1
(2
√
σ2 − 34k2)it+(
√
σ2 − 34k2)
Y (k)
= −i(2pi)δ(k − q3) + i(2pi)δ(k − q2)
− i
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
Y (q)
σ2 − 34q2 − (k + q2 )2 + i
. (B6)
Next, let’s solve Eq.(B4) first. According to [70], three-
body problem with equal-strength δ-function potentials
is exactly solvable, diffraction effects are cancelled out,
the solution of wave function is expressed as sum of six
possible plane waves, see Eq.(C1). Therefore, the three-
body scattering amplitudes can only be given by the sum
of pole terms, see Eq.(C10). The strategy of solving
Eq.(B4-B6) is thus to make an ansatz of solution as the
sum of six possible pole terms, the pole positions are
given in terms of the momenta of incoming wave. Each
pole term is then assigned with a constant coefficient.
While the ansatz of solution is plugged into integral equa-
tions Eq.(B4-B6), by carefully defining the integration of
contour and also requiring that the branch cut contri-
butions on both sides have to be cancelled out as the
consequence of Bethe’s hypothesis, then, the coefficients
of pole terms can be fixed by matching both sides of
equations.
In follows, we show how the Eq.(B4) is satisfied by the
ansatz,
Z(k) = (2pii)
3∑
γ=1
κγδ(k − qγ)
+
λk
(k − q3 − i)(k − q2 − i)(k − q1 + i) . (B7)
Instead of deforming contour of integration in Eq.(B4),
equivalently, we will adopt i prescription in this work,
and assign the small imaginary parts to relative momenta
to avoid poles on real axis. The left hand side of Eq.(B4)
is thus given by
LHS =
3∑
γ=1
κγ
(2
√
q2αβ)it+(
√
q2αβ)
(2pii)δ(k − qγ)
−
λ
(
1
imV0
+ 1
2
√
σ2− 34k2
)
k
(k − q3 − i)(k − q2 − i)(k − q1 + i) , (B8)
where α 6= β 6= γ. The integration on right hand side of
Eq.(B4) is carried out by closing the contour in upper half
plane and picking up poles, q = −k2 +
√
σ2 − 34k2 + i,
q3 + i and q2 + i, thus, we find
RHS = −i
3∑
γ=1
(2pi)δ(k − qγ)
+ 2
3∑
γ=1
κγ(
k +
qγ
2 +
√
q2αβ + i
)(
k +
qγ
2 −
√
q2αβ − i
)
+
λ
(
1− k
2
√
σ2− 34k2
)
(k − q3 − i)(k − q2 − i)(k − q1 + i)
−
λ q32q23q31(
k + q32 +
√
q212 + i
)(
k + q32 −
√
q212 − i
)
−
λ q22q12q23(
k + q22 +
√
q231 + i
)(
k + q22 −
√
q231 − i
) . (B9)
We can clearly see that the branch cut contribution, the
terms proportional to 1√
σ2− 34k2
, on both sides of Eq.(B4)
cancel out completely. Next, the square root terms,√
q2αβ , are handled by assigning a small imaginary part to
q12 → q12 + i0+, the imaginary part for q23 → q23 − i0+
and q31 → q31 − i0+ are determined completely by re-
lations, q23 = − 12q12 + 34q3 and q31 = − 12q12 − 34q3 re-
spectively. In addition, our convention for complex
square root is given by
√
q2 ± i0+ = ±
√
q2, there-
fore,
√
(q ± i0+)2 =
√
q2 ± 2qi0+ = ±q. Thus, with our
assignment of imaginary part to q12, we obtain rela-
tions,
√
(q12 + i0+)2 = q12,
√
(q23 − i0+)2 = −q23 and√
(q31 − i0+)2 = −q31. Hence, the right hand side of
Eq.(B4) now can be reexpressed by
RHS = −
3∑
γ=1
(2pii)δ(k − qγ)− (2pii)δ(k − q3) κ1
q23
+ 2
∑3
γ=1 κγ(k − qγ)
(k − q3 − i)(k − q2 − i)(k − q1 + i)
+
λ
(
1− k
2
√
σ2− 34k2
− q3(k−q3)2q23q31 −
q2(k−q2)
2q12q23
)
(k − q3 − i)(k − q2 − i)(k − q1 + i) . (B10)
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Comparing Eq.(B8) to Eq.(B10), the branch cut is can-
celled out, and the coefficients are given by
κ1 =
imV0
1− imV02q23
, κ2 =
imV0
1− imV02q31
,
κ3 =
imV0
(
1 + imV02q23
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
) ,
λ = − 6(imV0)
2(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) . (B11)
The solutions of Eq.(B5-B6) are found in a similar way,
X(k) = (2pii)δ(k − q3) imV0(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)
− (2pii)δ(k − q1) imV0
1− imV02q23
+
(2q31)(imV0)
2(
1+
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)
(k − q3 − i) (k − q2 − i) (k − q1 + i) , (B12)
and
Y (k) = (2pii)δ(k − q3) imV0
1 + imV02q12
− (2pii)δ(k − q2) imV0
1− imV02q31
−
(2q23)(imV0)
2(
1+
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q31
)
(k − q3 − i) (k − q2 − i) (k − q1 + i) . (B13)
In the end, the solutions of T(1,2,3) for free incoming
wave ψ(0) = e
iq12r12eiq3r3 are
T(3)(k; qij , qk) = (2pii)δ(k − q3) imV0(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)
−
(imV0)
2(2k+q3)(
1+
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
)
(k − q3 − i) (k − q2 − i) (k − q1 + i) , (B14)
T(1)(k; qij , qk) = (2pii)δ(k − q1) imV0
1− imV02q23
−
(imV0)
2(2k+q1−imV0)(
1+
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
)
(k − q3 − i) (k − q2 − i) (k − q1 + i) , (B15)
T(2)(k; qij , qk) = (2pii)δ(k − q2) imV0
1− imV02q31
+ (2pii)δ(k − q3)
imV0
(
imV0
2q23
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)
−
(imV0)
2(2k+q2+imV0)(
1+
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
)
(k − q3 − i) (k − q2 − i) (k − q1 + i) . (B16)
The total three-body scattering amplitude,
T (kαβ , kγ ; qij , qk), is determined by Eq.(16). As
the consequence of Bethe’s hypothesis, the physical
scattering process for equal-strength δ-function poten-
tial and equal mass particles do not create any new
momenta, see [70]. The final relative momenta in any
pair configuration, for instance (k12, k3), can only be
(±qij , qk) where k = 1, 2, 3 and i 6= j 6= k. Therefore, we
may define on-shell S-matrix by
(2pi)δ(k12 − qij)(2pi)δ(k3 − qk)S(k12, k3)
= (2pi)δ(k12 − q12)(2pi)δ(k3 − q3)
+ (2pii)δ(σ2 − k212 −
3
4
k33)T (k12, k3; qij , qk). (B17)
For free incoming wave ψ(0) = e
iq12r12eiq3r3 , six possible
on-shell S-matrix elements are
(S(q12, q3), S(−q12, q3), S(q23, q1), S(−q23, q1),
S(q31, q2), S(−q31, q2))
= (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6), (B18)
where
s1 =
1(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) ,
s2 =
(
− imV02q12
) [
1 +
(
imV0
2q23
)(
imV0
2q31
)]
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) ,
s3 =
(
imV0
2q23
)(
imV0
2q31
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) ,
s4 =
(
imV0
2q31
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) ,
s5 = s3,
s6 =
(
imV0
2q23
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) . (B19)
The solutions of T amplitudes of Faddeev equation and
S-matrix for rest of five independent free incoming waves
can be obtained from solutions given in Eq.(B14-B16) by
relabelling sub-indices.
(1) for ψ(0) = e
−iq12r12eiq3r3 , solutions of T amplitudes
are given by T(1) ↔ T(2), T(3) remains same. The S-
matrix elements are (s2, s1, s4, s3, s6, s5);
(2) for ψ(0) = e
iq23r12eiq1r3 , solutions of T amplitudes
are given by T(3) → T(2), T(1) → T(3), and T(2) → T(1).
The S-matrix elements are (s5, s4, s1, s6, s3, s2).
(3) for ψ(0) = e
−iq23r12eiq1r3 , solutions of T amplitudes
are given by T(1) ↔ T(3), T(2) remains same. The S-
matrix elements are (s4, s5, s6, s1, s2, s3);
(4) for ψ(0) = e
iq31r12eiq2r3 , solutions of T amplitudes
are given by T(3) → T(1), T(1) → T(2), and T(2) → T(3).
The S-matrix elements are (s3, s6, s5, s2, s1, s4);
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(5) for ψ(0) = e
−iq31r12eiq2r3 , solutions of T amplitudes
are given by T(3) ↔ T(2), T(1) remains same. The S-
matrix elements are (s6, s3, s2, s5, s4, s1).
In the end of this subsection, we also like to point out
that the choice of imaginary part assignment for complex
square root is not unique, for instance, we could assign
a small imaginary part to q23 instead of q12. If so, the
solutions obtained by assigning i to q23 are equivalent
to relabel particles numbers by 1→ 2, 2→ 3 and 3→ 1
from the solutions obtained by assigning i to q12.
2. Construction of wave function from solution of
T ’s
With the solutions of scattering amplitudes in
Eq.(B14-B16), we are now at the position of constructing
wave function of three-body scattering. We show some
details of wave function construction in this section for
the incoming wave ψ(0) = e
iq12r12eiq3r3 as an example.
Using Eq.(12), we thus obtain
ψ(r12, r3; qij , qk) = e
iq12r12eiq3r3
+
∫ ∞
−∞
dk12
2pi
dk3
2pi
eik12r12eik3r3
k212 +
3
4k
2
3 − σ2 − i
× [T(3)(k3; qij , qk) + T(1)(k1; qij , qk) + T(2)(k1; qij , qk)] ,
(B20)
where k1 = −k12 − k32 and k2 = k12 − k32 . For each in-
dividual ψ(1,2,3), see in Eq.(12), the integration over
T(1,2,3) amplitudes has both branch cut contribution
from free three-body Green’s function, see in Eq.(12),
and poles contribution from scattering amplitudes them-
selves. Only branch cut contribution is responsible for
diffraction effect, in another word, only branch cut inte-
gration creates new final momenta over scattering, pole
terms do not create any new momenta. Branch cut inte-
gration is usually troublesome, fortunately, as we already
know from [70], diffraction in total wave function has to
be cancelled out. By some simple algebra in Eq.(B20),
it is easy to see that
∑3
γ=1 T(γ)(kγ) ∝ (k212 + 34k23 − σ2),
thus
∑3
γ=1 T(γ)(kγ)
k212+
3
4k
2
3−σ2
has only pole terms. We first complete
the integration of k12, and pick up the poles in upper half
k12 plane for r12 > 0, and the poles in lower half k12 plane
for r12 < 0, so we get
ψ(r12, r3; qij , qk) = e
iq12r12eiq3r3
+
(
imV0
2q23
)
e−iq23|r23|eiq1r1
1− imV02q23
+
(
imV0
2q31
)
e−iq31|r31|eiq2r2
1− imV02q31
−
(
imV0
2q12
) [(
imV0
2q23
)
eiq12|r31|eiq3r2 + eiq12|r12|eiq3r3
]
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)
+
(imV0)(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) i∫ ∞
−∞
dk3
2pi
×

(
− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
)
θ(r12)e
i(
k3
2 +q3)r12eik3r3 +
(
imV0
2q31
)(
1− imV02q23
)
θ(−r12)e−i(
k3
2 +q3)r12eik3r3
(k3 − q2 − i) (k3 − q1 + i)
+
[(
imV0
2q31
)
−
(
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q31
)]
θ(r12)e
−i( k32 +q1)r12eik3r3 +
(
− imV02q12
)(
1 + imV02q31
)
θ(−r12)ei(
k3
2 +q1)r12eik3r3
(k3 − q2 − i) (k3 − q3 − i)
+
[(
imV0
2q23
)
−
(
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)]
θ(r12)e
i(
k3
2 +q2)r12eik3r3 +
(
− imV02q12
)(
1 + imV02q23
)
θ(−r12)e−i(
k3
2 +q2)r12eik3r3
(k3 − q1 + i) (k3 − q3 − i)
 .
(B21)
Next, we can perform k3 integration and pick up all the poles in both upper and lower half k3 plane in a similar
manner as we did in k12 integration, thus, we finally get
ψ(r12, r3;qij , qk) =
(
Aeiq12r12 +Be−iq12r12
)
eiq3r3 +
(
Ceiq23r12 +De−iq23r12
)
eiq1r3 +
(
Eeiq31r12 + Fe−iq31r12
)
eiq2r3 ,
(B22)
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where the coefficients are given by
A = 1 +
θ(−r23)
(
imV0
2q23
)
1− imV02q23
+
θ(−r31)
(
imV0
2q31
)
1− imV02q31
−
θ(r12)
(
imV0
2q12
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)
+ θ(r12)
−θ(r23)
(
imV0
2q23
) [(
imV0
2q31
)
−
(
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q31
)]
+ θ(−r31)
(
imV0
2q31
) [(
imV0
2q23
)
−
(
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)]
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) ,
(B23)
B = −
θ(−r12)
(
imV0
2q12
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
) + θ(−r12)
(
imV0
2q12
) [
θ(−r31)
(
imV0
2q23
)(
1 + imV02q31
)
− θ(r23)
(
imV0
2q31
)(
1 + imV02q23
)]
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) , (B24)
C = −
θ(r31)
(
imV0
2q12
)(
imV0
2q23
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
) +
(
imV0
2q12
) [
θ(r12)θ(r31)
(
imV0
2q23
)(
1− imV02q31
)
− θ(−r12)θ(−r23)
(
imV0
2q31
)(
1 + imV02q23
)]
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) ,
(B25)
D =
θ(r31)
(
imV0
2q31
)
1− imV02q31
+
(
imV0
2q31
){
−θ(−r12)θ(−r23)
(
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)
+ θ(r12)θ(r31)
[(
imV0
2q23
)
−
(
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)]}
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) ,
(B26)
E = −
θ(−r12)θ(r23)
(
imV0
2q12
)(
imV0
2q31
)(
1− imV02q23
)
+ θ(−r12)θ(−r31)
(
imV0
2q23
)(
imV0
2q12
)(
1 + imV02q31
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) , (B27)
and
F =
θ(r23)
(
imV0
2q23
)
1− imV02q23
−
θ(−r31)
(
imV0
2q12
)(
imV0
2q23
)
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)
+
θ(r12)
(
imV0
2q23
){
θ(−r31)
(
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q31
)
+ θ(r23)
[(
imV0
2q31
)
−
(
imV0
2q12
)(
1− imV02q31
)]}
(
1 + imV02q12
)(
1− imV02q23
)(
1− imV02q31
) . (B28)
It can be shown that the coefficients given in Eq.(B28)
are the solutions of McGuire’s Model, the coefficients
obtained in six individual regions in (r12, r3) plane,
see Fig. 2, satisfy matrix transformation conditions in
Eq.(C3).
The three-body wave functions for other free incoming
waves are obtained in a similar way, because of length ex-
pression of these wave functions, we do not show them all
in this work except the wave function for three fermions
and three bosons system, the expression of three fermions
and three bosons systems are listed in Sections II A and
II B respectively.
Appendix C: McGuire’s Model
One dimensional three identical particles system inter-
acting through equal-strength δ-function potential has
been solved by ray-tracing method in [70]. After re-
moval of the center-of-mass coordinate, the one dimen-
sional three-body problem resembles the motion of a
single particle in a two-dimensional configuration space,
e.g. (r12, r3) plane. The plane is divided symmetri-
cally into six segments by interaction lines at rij = 0
(ij = 12, 23, 31), see Fig. 2. According to ray-tracing ar-
guments, author in [70] shows that three-particle only ex-
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VI	V	
III	
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r31=0	
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FIG. 2: Diagram show six segments from (I) − (V I) in
(r12, r3) plane, the δ-function potentials are non-zero only at
lines, r12 = 0, r23 = 0 and r31 = 0. The arrows show the pos-
itive direction of each variable.
change momenta during scattering, no new momenta are
generated by collision, hence no diffraction. Therefore a
general solution of wave function is a linear combination
of six possible plane-waves,
ψΛ(r12, r3) =
(
AΛe
iq12r12 +BΛe
−iq12r12) eiq3r3
+
(
CΛe
iq23r12 +DΛe
−iq23r12) eiq1r3
+
(
EΛe
iq31r12 + FΛe
−iq31r12) eiq2r3 , (C1)
where Λ stands for six segments from (I) up to (V I).
The coefficients in six segments are related by boundary
conditions of wave function, e.g. the boundary conditions
at r12 = 0 between segment (I) and (II) are given by,
ψII(r12, r3)|r12=0+ = ψI(r12, r3)|r12=0− ,
∂ψII(r12, r3)
∂r12
∣∣∣∣
r12=0+
− ∂ψI(r12, r3)
∂r12
∣∣∣∣
r12=0−
= mV0ψII(r12, r3)|r12=0+ , (C2)
the rest of boundary conditions are given in a sim-
ilar way. If we define the vector of coefficients by
χTΛ = (AΛ, BΛ, · · · , FΛ) in segment Λ, the two neighbor-
ing χΛ vectors are connected by matrix transformation,
χΛ = ΓΛ,Λ′χΛ′ , (C3)
where ΓΛ,Λ′ is determined by Eq.(C2).
For completeness, we give the expressions of six Γ matrice,
ΓII,I =

1− imV02q12 − imV02q12 0 0 0 0
imV0
2q12
1 + imV02q12 0 0 0 0
0 0 1− imV02q23 − imV02q23 0 0
0 0 imV02q23 1 +
imV0
2q23
0 0
0 0 0 0 1− imV02q31 − imV02q31
0 0 0 0 imV02q31 1 +
imV0
2q31

, (C4)
ΓIV,II =

1 + imV02q23 0 0 0 0
imV0
2q23
0 1− imV02q31 − imV02q31 0 0 0
0 imV02q31 1 +
imV0
2q31
0 0 0
0 0 0 1− imV02q12 − imV02q12 0
0 0 0 imV02q12 1 +
imV0
2q12
0
− imV02q23 0 0 0 0 1− imV02q23

, (C5)
ΓV I,IV =

1− imV02q31 0 0 − imV02q31 0 0
0 1 + imV02q23 0 0
imV0
2q23
0
0 0 1− imV02q12 0 0 − imV02q12
imV0
2q31
0 0 1 + imV02q31 0 0
0 − imV02q23 0 0 1− imV02q23 0
0 0 imV02q12 0 0 1 +
imV0
2q12

, (C6)
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ΓV,V I =

1 + imV02q12
imV0
2q12
0 0 0 0
− imV02q12 1− imV02q12 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 + imV02q23
imV0
2q23
0 0
0 0 − imV02q23 1− imV02q23 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 + imV02q31
imV0
2q31
0 0 0 0 − imV02q31 1− imV02q31

, (C7)
ΓIII,V =

1− imV02q23 0 0 0 0 − imV02q23
0 1 + imV02q31
imV0
2q31
0 0 0
0 − imV02q31 1− imV02q31 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 + imV02q12
imV0
2q12
0
0 0 0 − imV02q12 1− imV02q12 0
imV0
2q23
0 0 0 0 1 + imV02q23

, (C8)
ΓI,III =

1− imV02q31 0 0 − imV02q31 0 0
0 1 + imV02q23 0 0
imV0
2q23
0
0 0 1− imV02q12 0 0 − imV02q12
imV0
2q31
0 0 1 + imV02q31 0 0
0 − imV02q23 0 0 1− imV02q23 0
0 0 imV02q12 0 0 1 +
imV0
2q12

. (C9)
The scattering amplitudes T(γ)’s can be constructed by using Eq.(10), therefore, we obtain
T(3)(q; qij , qk) = imV0
[
AI +BI
q − q3 − i +
CI +DI
q − q1 − i +
EI + FI
q − q2 − i −
AV I +BV I
q − q3 + i −
CV I +DV I
q − q1 + i −
EV I + FV I
q − q2 + i
]
,
T(1)(q; qij , qk) = imV0
[
EIII +DIII
q − q3 − i +
AIII + FIII
q − q1 − i +
BIII + CIII
q − q2 − i −
EII +DII
q − q3 + i −
AII + FII
q − q1 + i −
BII + CII
q − q2 + i
]
,
T(2)(q; qij , qk) = imV0
[
CV I + FV I
q − q3 − i +
BV I + EV I
q − q1 − i +
AV I +DV I
q − q2 − i −
CI + FI
q − q3 + i −
BI + EI
q − q1 + i −
AI +DI
q − q2 + i
]
. (C10)
As we can see, the scattering amplitudes bear no branch cuts, but only pole terms as the consequence of Bethe’s
hypothesis.
Appendix D: Two-body scattering
For completeness, we also give the brief review of two-
body interaction in finite volume in this section.
1. Two-body scattering in free space
We consider two spinless identical particles scattering,
the positions and momenta of two particles are denoted
by (x1, x2) and (p1, p2) respectively. The wave function
of scattering two particles satisfies Schro¨dinger equation,[
− 1
2m
d2
dx21
− 1
2m
d2
dx22
+ V (x1 − x2)− E
]
Ψ(x1, x2) = 0,
(D1)
where the mass of particle is m, the total energy of
two-particle system is E =
p21
2m +
p22
2m . Let’s denote the
center of mass and relative positions by R = x1+x22 and
r = x1 − x2 respectively, and conjugate momenta by
P = p1 + p2 and k =
p1−p2
2 respectively. Due to transla-
tional invariance of center of mass motion, the total wave
function of two particles is described by the product of
a plane wave, eiPR, that describes center of mass mo-
tion and the wave function, ψ(r; k), that only describes
relative motion of two particles, Ψ(x1, x2) = e
iPRψ(r; k).
It may be more convenient to use Lippmann-Schwinger
equation representation of solutions,
ψ(r; k) = eikr +
∫ ∞
−∞
dr′G(0)(r − r′; zk)mV (r′)ψ(r′; k),
(D2)
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where zk = k
2 + i and k2 = mE − P 24 , the free-particle
Green’s function is given by
G(0)(r; zk) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
2pi
eiqr
zk − q2 = −
iei
√
k2|r|
2
√
k2
, (D3)
At large separation, |r|  |r′|, the Green’s function can
be approximated by
G(0)(r − r′; zk)
|r||r′|' − ie
i
√
k2|r|
2
√
k2
e−i
√
k2 rr
′
|r| . (D4)
Therefore, asymptotically,
ψ(r; k)
large |r|
= eikr + it(k, k′)ei
√
k2|r|, (D5)
where k′ =
√
k2 r|r| and the scattering amplitudes are
given by
t(k, k′) =− 1
2
√
k2
∫ ∞
−∞
dr′e−ik
′r′mV (r′)ψ(r′; k). (D6)
In this work, we only consider particles scattering in
a symmetric potential, V (r) = V (−r), therefore, the
Schro¨dinger equation exhibits a solution of even parity
(two spinless bosons), ψ+(−r) = ψ+(r), and a solution
of odd parity (two spinless fermions), ψ−(−r) = −ψ−(r),
where ψ± =
ψk±ψ−k
2 . The parity amplitudes are given by
t(k, k′) = t+(
√
k2) + kk
′
k2 t−(
√
k2), therefore,
ψ±(r; k)
large |r|
= Y±(k)
×
[
ei
√
k2r ± e−i
√
k2r
2
+ it±(
√
k2)ei
√
k2|r|Y±(r)
]
,
(D7)
where Y+ = 1 and Y−(k) = k√k2 , Y−(r) =
r
|r| . The gen-
eral wave function thus is the linear superposition of both
parity wave functions: ψ = c+ψ+ + c−ψ−.
2. Two-body scattering in finite volume
When the particles are placed in a one dimensional
periodic box with the size of L, two-particle wave func-
tion in a finite box, Ψ(L)(x1, x2), has to satisfy periodic
boundary condition,
Ψ(L)(x1 + nx1L, x2 + nx2L) = Ψ
(L)(x1, x2), nx1,x2 ∈ Z.
(D8)
The finite volume wave function, Ψ(L), can be con-
structed from free space wave function Ψ by
Ψ(L)(x1, x2) =
1
V
∑
nx1 ,nx2∈Z
Ψ(x1 + nx1L, x2 + nx2L)
=
 1
V
∑
nx1∈Z
eiPnx1L
 eiPRψ(L)(r; k),
ψ(L)(r; k) =
∑
n∈Z
e−i
P
2 nLψ(r + nL; k), (D9)
where n = nx1 − nx2 , and the volume
of infinite summation, V , is given by
V =
∑
n∈Z e
iPnL = 2piL
∑
d∈Z δ(P +
2pi
L d). The quan-
tization of total momentum, P = 2piL d, is warranted
by translational invariance of center of mass mo-
tion in a periodic box. By our construction, the
general relative wave function in finite box is given
by ψ(L) = c+ψ
(L)
+ + c−ψ
(L)
− , the periodic boundary
condition for ψ(L) reads
ψ(L)(r + nL; k) = ei
P
2 nLψ(L)(r; k). (D10)
Applying Eq.(D7), the relative wave functions in finite
box, ψ
(L)
± (r; k), are given by
ψ
(L)
± (r; k)
large |r|
= it±(
√
k2)Y±(k)
∑
n∈Z
e−i
P
2 nL
×
[
±θ(−r − nL)e−i
√
k2(r+nL) + θ(r + nL)ei
√
k2(r+nL)
]
.
(D11)
The summations can be carried out,
∑
n∈Z
e−i
P
2 nLθ(−r − nL)e−i
√
k2nL
= θ(−r) + e
i(P2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(P2 +
√
k2)L
,∑
n∈Z
e−i
P
2 nLθ(r + nL)ei
√
k2nL
= θ(r) +
ei(−
P
2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(−P2 +
√
k2)L
, (D12)
therefore, we find
ψ
(L)
± (r; k)
large |r|
= it±(
√
k2)Y±(k)
×
[
ei
√
k2|r|Y±(r) +
ei(−
P
2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(−P2 +
√
k2)L
ei
√
k2r
± e
i(P2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(P2 +
√
k2)L
e−i
√
k2r
]
. (D13)
Secular equation is obtained by matching ψ(L)(r) to
ψ(r) at an arbitrary r, larger than the range of the inter-
action. The matching procedure is equivalent to applying
periodic condition to both wave functions and derivative
of wave functions at nearest neighbor when solving pe-
riodic potential quantum mechanics problems. Because
wave functions are the linear superposition of two inde-
pendent basis, e±i
√
k2r, by choosing r > 0 e.g., we obtain
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two matching equations,[
1
2it+
− e
i(−P2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(−P2 +
√
k2)L
]
c+
+
[
1
2it−
− e
i(−P2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(−P2 +
√
k2)L
]
c− = 0,[
1
2it+
− e
i(P2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(P2 +
√
k2)L
]
c+
−
[
1
2it−
− e
i(P2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(P2 +
√
k2)L
]
c− = 0. (D14)
The above equations have non-trivial solutions when
1− (2it+ + 2it−)1
2
[
ei(
P
2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(P2 +
√
k2)L
+
ei(−
P
2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(−P2 +
√
k62)L
]
+ 2it+2it−
ei(
P
2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(P2 +
√
k2)L
ei(−
P
2 +
√
k2)L
1− ei(−P2 +
√
k2)L
= 0.
(D15)
Due to eiPL = 1, it is clearly to see that the solutions of
secular equation, Eq.(D15), can be divided into classes of
positive parity state solutions and negative parity state
solutions, the definite parity state solutions are given by
equation
e−i(
P
2 +
√
k2)L = 1 + 2itP(
√
k2), P = ±. (D16)
When scattering amplitudes are parameterized by phase
shifts, t± = 1cot δ±−i , the secular equations, Eq.(D15) and
Eq.(D16), are reduced respectively to non-relativistic
version of Lu¨scher’s formula in one dimension [63],
cos
PL
2
=
cos(δ+ + δ− +
√
k2L)
cos(δ+ − δ−) , (D17)
cot δP + cot
PL
2 +
√
k2L
2
= 0. (D18)
In following subsections, we show the recovery of analytic
solutions for two well-known one dimensional models by
applying quantization condition obtained in Eq.(D16).
3. Solvable examples of two-body scattering in
finite volume
a. Kronig Penney model
Let’s consider square well potential V (r) = V0 for
|r| < b2 , and V (r) = 0 otherwise. The symmetric wave
functions in short range, |r| < b2 , are given by,
ψ±(r; k) = A±
ei
√
σ2V r ± e−i
√
σ2V r
2
, |r| < b
2
, (D19)
where σ2V = k
2 −mV0, continuity of wave functions at
boundary of potential leads to relations,
A± =
2e−i
√
k2 b2
±
(
1−
√
σ2V√
k2
)
ei
√
σ2V
b
2 +
(
1 +
√
σ2V√
k2
)
e−i
√
σ2V
b
2
,
1 + 2it± = e−i
√
k2b
cos
√
σ2V
b
2 +
(√
σ2V√
k2
)±1
i sin
√
σ2V
b
2
cos
√
σ2V
b
2 −
(√
σ2V√
k2
)±1
i sin
√
σ2V
b
2
.
(D20)
Easy to check, the scattering amplitudes t± are also the
solutions of
t± = − 1
2
√
k2
∫ b
2
− b2
dr′e−i
√
k2r′mV0ψ±(r′; k). (D21)
In finite box with periodic boundary condition, plug-
ging the analytic expression of t± in Eq.(D20) into the
secular equation Eq.(D15), we thus obtain well-known
energy quantization condition for Kronig Penney model,
cos
√
k2a cos
√
σ2V b−
k2 + σ2V
2
√
k2
√
σ2V
sin
√
k2a sin
√
σ2V b
= cos
PL
2
, a = L− b. (D22)
b. δ-function potential model
Now, let’s consider a short range interaction model
with a delta potential, V (r) = V0δ(r), the amplitudes for
δ-function potential thus are given by
t±(
√
k2) = − 1
2
√
k2
mV0ψ±(0), (D23)
where ψ+(0) = 1 + it+ and ψ−(0) = 0. Therefore, we ob-
tain,
it+(
√
k2) = −
imV0
2
√
k2
1 + imV0
2
√
k2
, it− = 0. (D24)
Plugging the solution of it+ into secular equation,
Eq.(D15), thus, we obtain the well-known quantization
condition for two-particle interaction in a finite box with
a periodic boundary condition,
e−i(
P
2 +
√
k2)L =
1− imV0
2
√
k2
1 + imV0
2
√
k2
. (D25)
The results of delta potential can also be obtained
from Kronig Penny model by taking the limit of b→ 0,
V0 →∞ and bV0 = const.
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